
FIDM Mapping Guide Described 
The following is a description of the steps to the FIDM process that are depicted in the flowchart. 

FIDM Criteria 
These three components must exist to begin the FIDM process: 

● The order is open six months or longer.
● The NCP has not filed for bankruptcy.
● There are at least ninety days of arrears.

Given these criteria, either manual or auto FIDM notices are received via email from Coordinated Programs. 

Verify Data Match Through OSIS Screens 
The following is a list of the types of data you can verify through OSIS screens: name; DOB; SSN; jurisdiction; 
type of account; account owner; pay status; A/C (if no BVD). 

These are the OSIS screens you can use to verify the data listed above: FCR; FCRLFIDM; ASUP0; PTDFU; 
CFRRX; CSEA; CSEAS; LOGI. 

Question: Proceed with Levy? 
If the answer is No, then update DOCL, CSLOGA, LENL, and CSEA(S) OSIS screens. When Automated, pull 
DOCL/F02A, and DOCK/F06A, and remember to suppress on SSA/SSDI. The process ends here. 

If the answer is Yes, the process continues. The NCP is notified three days after levy, and has 15 days to dispute. 
If manual reporting, update LENL in OSIS. When the 
NCP/NOJAH disputes or denies the levy, do the following: 

● Review disputed form within three days.
● Obtain additional evidence.
● Provide evidence, F08, and F10 form to attorney.

Question: FIDM Remains? 
If the answer is No, then the FIDM is released (full or partial). Complete and fax form F10 to the bank (if partial, 
send F08 to customer), update case log (CSLOGA), update LENL, and copy to file. The process ends here. 



If the answer is Yes, send form F08 to the customer, who has twenty days to dispute it and request an 
administrative hearing. Update CSLOGA and copy to file.  

If the FIDM is not disputed again, Finance will release the funds after twenty days. If the FIDM is 
disputed again, the case proceeds to a hearing. At this point, update HEARA, OAH, AC, and Case Log. 
Print, file, and mail form GN1, and provide attorney with forms F10 and F16.  

Question: FIDM Released? 
If the answer is No, the funds will be disbursed. 

If the answer is Yes, complete and fax for F10 to the bank, update case log (CSLOGA), and LENL, then 
copy to file. The process ends here. 

The Bank Process 
The funds are remitted into an account, where the hold stays in place for sixty days. The bank will then 
send payments on days twenty-one and sixty. The district office may choose to release at day twenty-
one or leave levy in place for sixty days. 
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